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Harmonic Analysis and Exceptional
Representations of Semisimple Groups

K.M.DAVIS,

J.E. GILBERT, R.A. KUNZE

Introduction.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results announced in the paper of
,

Gilbert et.al. [3J. The authors showed that the concepts and techniques of Euclidean
HI' theory can be applied to give realizations of ladder representations of 50(4,1).
(cf. Dixmier [2]). They single out for study a first-order differential operator 8,

which has the same principal symbol as the Calderon-Zygmund higher gradients
operator on R4. The operator 8 acts on functions with values in the space of
spherical harmonics, which transform on the left according to the spherical harmonic
representation (m,O) of 50(4). The authors showed:
1) 8 is an elliptic differential operator.
2) The kernel of 8, decomposed under the right-action of 50(4), has a lowest

K-type (m,O), and the remaining K types are ofthe form (m + i,O), i > O.
3) There is an embedding of limits of complementary series into the kernel of 8,
showing ker 8 is non-trivial.
4) Under the right action of 50(4,1), the kernel of 8 is irreducible and unitarizable.
The authors of [3] defined kerB as the intersection of the kernels of two Schmid
operators (cf. Schmid [7]), and all the results of that paper followed from known
results for discrete series. The ellipticity of B followed from known embeddings
of Schmid kernels into twisted Dirac operators; K-type information could be obtained from the Blattner multiplicity formulre of Hotta and Parthasarathy ([4]);
embeddings followed from known embeddings of discrete series into non-unitary
principal series given by Knapp and Wallach [6). Finally, unitarizability followed
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from known u.nitarizability results for limits of complementary aeries, established
by Knapp-Stein {5J.
The authors then claimed that their results extended to 50(21'1.,1), using the
!lame techniqu.es. Unfortunately this is not the case; K-type analysis showB that the
situation for SO( 4,1) does not extend to other Lorentz groups. Moreover, ladder
representations erist for the non-equinmk Lorentz groups SO(2n

+ 1,1),

and for

these the discrete series do not exist.
A theory of ladder representations for all Lorentz groups SO(k, 1), was developed by Davis, Gilbed and Kunze [1]; it was necessary to develop entirely new
techniques to treat ellipticity, irreducibility, and unitarizability. We show that 8
is elliptic by specifically identifying it with a twisted d, d* system; the kernel of

rli is shown to lie in

~Ul

eigenspace of t.he Casimir, through a generalized Boclmer-

Weitzenbock formula; K type information follows from the use of classical invariant
theory applied to differential for:rns with coefficients. The representations are identified with a subreptesentation of a non-unitary principal series, using the Szego
maps and further computations with invariaut theory. Finally, we show an explicit
WJ.itary structure for these representations, and give

OR

explicit unitary equivalence

with the subrepresentation. The techniques of paper [1] are thus functi.on-theoretic,
typically dealing with Hilberl sparves, while the results of [3] were largely infinitesimal, valid for smooth or K-finite functions.
In this paper we shall develop the K-n.nite theory of exceptional representations, begun in [3]. We begin by defining a first order elliptic system, 6, and prove
ellipticity by an infinitesimal. embedding of ker 8 into the kernel of a twisted d, d*
system. We establish a map from a quotient of non-unitary principal series, into
the kernel of I'J, using the Langlands embedding parameters given by Vogan [8].
We establish multiplicity formulre somewha.t stronger than Blattner-type results,
and as we vary our lowest K-t;r-pe, we exhaust the exceptional representations of

SO(2n, 1).
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Not~tio!ll.

Let G be a noncompad connected uemisimple Lie group with finite center; for
much of the paper we shlllll be concerned with t.he case G == SO(2n, 1). We choose

a Cartan involution 8 determining maximal compact subgroup K; let g = it EB ill be
the corresponding Cutan decomposition of the Lie algebra of G.

We shall assume that om ClU'tan subslgebra t maybe chosen with t t; it; the
nonzero ['oots !:J. of ta: acting on

~

may be divided into compact roots !:J.(k) and

noncompact roots !:J.(p). Finally, we let B denote the Killing form and X

r+

X

congugation fixing g in gw.
We choose a basis {E""H"'}"'Ell. for Gw, where the Eo lU'e root vectors normalized so that EO! = E- cn and B(E""E_ a ) = 2/{o., a), and
chose a system of positive roots for it,

and

!I.

= [E""E_",]. We

compatible system !:J. +(p). For

a !:J.+(ic) dominant integral form A, let (1r, V) = (1rJ., V;.) denote the corresponding
irreducible representation of K with highest weight A. Then the tensor product
representation

1().

® Ad acti.ng on VA ® Pw decomposes into irreducible pieces

V", ® Pw

=

L

mpV,,+p.

tJEll.(p)

Let
!:J.$ =

{a E !:J.+(p): p.,o.} > o}

!:J.# = !:J.(p) \.6."
an.d

=

L

mpV.l.+p

{JEll..

V# =

L

mp VAHl

fJEll.t/<

and let P# :

® p<!; -+ V# denote the K-eqllivariant projection.
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Th~

Differential Operator.

Fix A !l. dominant integral form with corresponding K -module (?f, V); smooth
8ections of the homogeneous bundle G x K V can be identified with covariants

C=(G, V) =
The gradient operator

V

I

{f: G -+ V : f(kg)

= E"'E~(P)

= w(k)/(g)} .

t 10'1 2 EOlI ® Eo maps

COO(G, V) into C=(G, V 0 :P1X); we define the operator 8 on C=(G, V) as

51 = (P# 0 V)f
and a subspace H" = {f EO Coo(G, V) :

51

= OJ.

As defined, 3 is dearly a

homogeneous operator, and H* is a. G-module under the right regular representation
of G on COO(G, V). We call this the Hardy module associated to )..

Remarks.

1.)

If), is ,6+ (p) dominant, 6. .. = 6.+ (p) and the operator 15 is the same as

the operator introduced by Schmid in [7]. If G
let ). =

mCl.

=

80(4,1) and ,6+(p) = {Chez},

Then 8 is the higher gradients operat.or introduced in [3].

2.) The case of greatest interest in tms paper is for the iOO-called exceptional
/\, that is, ,\ which are not the lowest K-types of discrete ll'eries or limits of discrete
series. In the case of G

= SO(2n, 1), let

Ll+(k) = {e, ±

ej :

i<

An exceptional. ,\ is of the form)'

> O. Then
LEMMA. Let p* =

Proof.

n
= E~=]

:l:S;j:S;n}.
Ajej where k < nand

>

> . ., >

= {eI,ez, ... ,ed.

l :EO-EA. 0'.

If A - 2p$ is L.:i.(k) dominant, then 5 is elliptic.

Ellipticity here means that the principal symbol of 8 is injective; this is the

condition necessary to prove regularity of solutions to

51 = 0 and to establish that

H* is a closed set in the Frechet topology on COC( G, V).
Since 8 is a homogeneous differential operator, it is enough to compute the
symbol at the identity coset, eK. Moreover the Killing form gives an equivariant
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isomorphism of the cotangent bundle with p. Since the projection P"" is just
linear combination of components of V j, the symbol of!.'» is P>I¢
the symbol of V' is a : V

(E p, {

¥ 0,

If Ll ..

=:

the map V

X

P

-+

V ® P<v, a(v,{) == v

®~.

0

1&

symbol V. But

We must show that if

P",,(v ® {) ill injective.

-+

{E .. " . .. ,E",&} then X", = Eo, A·· 'AEo & hru; weight 2p", and ¢>.-2". ®

X .. has weight A. This gives an equivmant embedding W: VA

-+ VJ\-2p. ® Ak(p),

which is non-zero, so an injection.
Now if e(X) : AS

-+

1. 0 +1 ; i(X) : AS

-+

1. 0 -

1

denote exterior and interior

multiplication, then both are equivariant maps, and i( Oe( {) + e( Oi( {)

= Be ~, {)I d.

Define

E: V ® p

I: V ® p -~
by E( v ® e) =

eCe)w( v);

I( v ® {) =

Now assume that P",,(v ®e)
that E( v

®~)

® 1\8+1(p)

---t V).-2p.

i(~)w( v);

= O.

® A~-l(p)

V.\-2p.

these are equivariant.

It follows that v®{ E V .. , and byequivariance

E EW(V,.); l( v ® e) E I(V,..). But the iITeducible components of V" are

all of the form V,HP for fJ E 6.,.; ~e shall show that no weight in V'\-:J)P. ® A"+1(p)

= 0, Imd a similar argument

can be of this form. It. follows that E( v ® {)

shows

that l( v ® e) = O. Then
0= i({)E(v ® e) + e({)I(v ® e)
= i(e)e(e)?jJ(v)

+ e({)iCO?jJ(v)

= BC{,{)?jJ(v) = BC{,{)w(v) .

Since { E p, B(Ce)

I:. 0, so

:=

O. Sim::e'IjJ is injective, v = O. So the synlbol of

8 is injective.
The weights in
"(j

VJ\.-2po

® 1\"+1(p) are all of the form A. - 2p$

E .6.(p), and it follows that A +

fJ = A -

2p$

+ E 7j.

+ E;!~ "Ii

where

We may cancel common

terms between 2p" and E'rj, noting however that 2p* has s terms, so some 7j
remain. Then (3 = -

(3j)

+ E(>', 1'/;;).

fJj

+ E 7A:

Since

where (3j E 6.$ and 'rk

f/. i:J.".

fJ, (3j Eli .. , "Iii: E liji.

(A,(3)+L(A,!3j»O

,

:L(A,'Yk):SO

Thus, (A, (3)

=
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and this is
80

li,

contradiction. Thus).

E( v ® ~) = O. Similarly, I( v ® 0

+fJ does not occur,

00

no weights of V. occur,

= o.

Remarks.

1.) In the case that). is an exceptional representation of SO(2n, 1),
I<

>. = LAjfj

for Aj ~ 1 ,

j=l

and
Ie

2p$ =

Le

j,

so). - 2p", is always D. + (k) dominant.

j=l

2.) When 5 is elliptic, H$ is necessarily dosed in the Frechet topology on

COO(G, V), and the right regular representation on

H~

gives a continuous action.

Szego Map.
The purpose of this section is to prove that the kernel of!5 is non-irivial, which
we do by constructing a map from non-unitary principal series into the kernel of

3. We wish to find a map from the principal series representation U(u, II) into

co-

variants COO(G, V). Technically, we must go from lowest K-type inform.ation, that
is, knowledge of

.l., to Langlands data, that is, a parabolic

posit.ion G = K AN, and representations u of M and

1/

an Iwasawa decom-

of A. For the construction

of P, M and A, we follow Vogan [8] in Proposition 4.1. The parameter

1/

we must

determine ourselves. Our construction is special to SO(211., 1).
The Harish-Chandra parameter is defined as follows. With the given orders on
compact and non-compact roots for SO(211., 1), let

Pc =

L

~

p" =

a

La.

~

oEA+(p)

OlEA'(k)

Then
A

= ).. + fic

- P.. =

"

~).l. j

+ (11. -

j) -

t) e

j

j=l

When A is exceptional, A is not dominant, and the simple non-compact root I = en
satisfies

{A,I') = -1 .
(,,1)
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We take Z..,

= i{e n +en ), and define A = ¢Z..,.

M is the centralizer of A in Kj the

maximal torus tJ of M contains those X in t with "r(X)
then are (eJo e2, ... ,en-I) and we may form ~Itl

= o.

The roots of (tJo m)

= Ej;: ~jej.

This is a dominant

integral form for M, and determines an irreducible representation (CT" W) of M.
We now introduce the notation for our non-unitary principal series. We let
G

= AN K

be an Iwasawa decomposition with co-ordinate functions given by 9

expH(g)n1qg).

H

satisfying f(manx)

II'

is in the dual of A, we look at covanants

= e"'(loga)u(m)f(x),

f :G

--+

=
W

and the action of G is the right regular

representation. This is the non-compact picturej the compact picture starts with

f

E

COO(K, W) a covariant under M, and extends f to G by covariance.
In the compact picture the Szego map is the obvious intertwining of COO(K, W)

with COO(G, V), i.e.,
(81)(x)

= lK 1r(k)-lf(kx)dk.

In the non-compact version,
8f(x}

here

II

= 2p+ -

PROPOSITION.

Proof.

II

= lK e"H(tz-

1

)1r(K:(tx- 1 »-lf(t)dt i

and p+ is half the sum of the restricted positive roots.

If lIe Z-y)

= ILl. I then 8 : COO(K, W) --+ H"'

.

We must show that for f E COO(K, W), (881)(x) =

are equivariant, it is enough to show that (881)(e)

= O.

o.

Since the maps

H ¢ is the highest weight

vector of(1r,v), every covariant fin COO(G, W) can be written as

f(k)

= 1M u(m-l}F(m,h)¢dm

where F is scalar valued. Then

(88f)(e)

=

L8{

exp(vH(kx- 1 »)r.(1qkx- 1

and it is enough to show 8{ } =

o.

»-1

<P }F(k)dk
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Now 8 = P,*

E-fJ and

80 \7

and in the orthonormal basis HltWE,II},IIE~(P) fm p<!;, Ep =

0\7

J=

! L,IIEA{p) IfJI 2 Epl ® E_,II.

Now our choice was Ep = XfJ

+ iY,II

with XfJI(e) = ~f(exptXtJ)lt=!l' and it follows that

8{ 1= lp,* "lfJl zd
:I
L
lilt
,II

[e"H(""P~X")'lf(JC(exPtXp))-l4>] t=!l ®E_p+ ~2

times a similar term in Y/>. Using the product rule

ililt

[e"H(""PIXI1)]
t=O

'If(K{e))4> + eYH(e):!:.. [1r(K:(exptX,a))-l4>] _
dt

t_O

= V(PAX/1)4> - (H"Xp)4>
where P A , P k are projections of g onto the Iwasawa components in the decomposition g

= k EB A EB N.

Thus,

8{ } = tP;j!

L

IfJl:! {v(PAE,e) -

'If(1\E,a)} 4> @ E_,e .

II

Although these projections are very easy to compute for SO(2n, 1), we shall use the
computations in Knapp-"\Vallach [6] which apply in general:

PA(E fJ ) = Z,,/

=0
1\(EII)

±'Y

if f3 =

otherwise

=

if

fJ

=

±'Y

2

= - p+ qIZ"E.s]
Here p, q refer to the "I string containing

dropping the common factor of
P#

!, 25{

otherwise.

fJ, f3 + n'Y,

-p :::: n :::: q. Using this, and

} is

{i'Y1 2 v(Z,,/)¢ ® E_"1' + bI2v(Z1')¢@ E/,}

- Hrf P# {'If(HJ¢ ® E_1' + 'If(H_..,)¢ @E1'}
+

IfJI
2:
- P # {'If[Z/,, E,e]¢
,e"t±, p + q
2

@

E-td
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First, our choice of "'I
daim that if 13 > 0,

fl.5

orthogonal to );. guarantees that 1f( H %,,)4;

11' (lZ",

::=

E/J])4; == O. This follows since for f3 > 0, fJ

0; we also

:F

"'I,

fJ ± "'I

is a positive root, hence the root vector Im.D.ihHates ihe highest weight vector. The
remaining terms are

L

+

1"'112 P* {v(Z,,)4; ® Z..,}

fj<O

I.BP
--P,*
{'Ii[Z.."E.IIl~ ® E_.II}
I

p

+q

fJ~-.,

There are three types of fJ < 0 with f3 '1= -I:

i) (-13,'\»0

i.e.

-fJE/)",.

ii) (-fJ,).) = ()
iii)

(-p,

<0

For exceptional ), in 50(21'1,1), case iii) cannot occur. If (f3, >..)
SOl

that 'II"[Z." E.el~ = O. Thus, only terms involving

replacing

f3

by -

-f3

= 0, ("I, fJ)

= 0,

E .6.,. contribute, and,

f3, we have

1"'112 P,# {v(z,,)4; ® Z".}

+

1.B12
L
--P,# {'II"[Z",E_p]<p ® Efi}
PEA. p+ q

we daim that for f3 E

To simplify the second

/),.~,

<p ® EfJ E

Otherwise,

<p®EfJ occurs in V#, and the weights in V# are of the form >'+6 + 'E Ilia" 6 E t::.,#,
ni :::;

0, ai E ,6,+(1<). Thus

). + f3 = ,\ + 6 + 2: nia •
pc, fJ}

=

()., f3) But

> 0;

-Ili (,\, Gi) ~

p.,5) +

L

ai) Ole

O/,} =

5) .

0 and (A, &) :::; O. This is a rontradition.

Since ~ ® Efj E V,., P#(<p ® EfJ) = 0,
(I

E

and

SQ

= 71# ([Z-Y' E-fJ])P,d 4; ® E,e}

= P#{ (7r ® Ad)[Z-y,E_p](4; ® Efj)}
= P#{ (7r[Z-y,E_,e]¢) ® EfJ

+ ¢ ® [!z", E_ fJ ], EfJJ}

.
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Simple computations show tha.t the triple bracket is 2Z." whence

P'fI!{7r!Z.."E_p]4>®Ep} =-2P,~d4>®Z.,},
ilmd the sum collapses to

I'YFZ P#

{V(Z,)4> ®

Z, - (L 21.81+ )¢ Z,}
2

p

PEA.

For SO(2n, 1), P = IJ

= 1 ilmd \.81

=

®

q

hi, whence we obtain

hI2{v(Z..,)-I~,.I}P#(4>®Z,)=o

Remark.
1/'

.

We relat.e these to non-unitary principal series parameters as follows.

= 2p+ -

1/

= p+

so that ijJ(Z"I)

+

so tha.t ill = p+ -

= (1 - ~~j)p+(Z,).

1/.

= 2"2- 1 , I/(Z"I) = ILl.I,
2ILl .. \ < 2n so ill is real

But p+(Z.,)

For exceptional .A,

and in the positive chamber. Comparison with Knapp and Stein [5] shows that this
parameter is
LEMMA.

Proof.

if:!,

non-unitary principal series at the limit of complementary series.

H'" is nontrivial.
It is enough to prove that there is an

particular, Bf(r;) =1= O. Let P : V

J(i) = P(7r(i)¢». Then
our construction, P( ¢)

f

=1=

-!>

f

E COO(K, W) with

==

0, in

W be the M-equivariant projection, ilmd let

is in COO(K, W), and J is not identically zero since, by

O. But

(Sf(e), ¢)v =

e"H(l)

(7r(K(i)) -1 P1r(f)¢>,

=

iK (P7r(£)c/>, 1r(£)¢)v

de

=

jIP1r(£)4>1 2 d£ > 0

.

f,:

¢)

v

de
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Multiplicity.
In this 3ection we generalize the classical result. that if
the unit disc,

f

f

is holomorphic in

has Fourier coefficients supported on the cone :1:+. The analogous

result for Hardy modules concerns those representations which occur 'llIrhen H'" is
restricted to K. We obtain estimates on the K -types which occur in this restriction.
These follow because the operator 8 is designed to incorporate K -type information.
Intuitively, if a K-type
by

11"1"

1[1'

oecms in

f

E C=(G, V) then

This means that right invarilll1t vector fields X E

transforming by

1r I'

f

transforms on the right

~

map

f

into

Ii

function

again. But for X E Pm, X f can have values anywhere in

VI" ®~. The gradient operator V f
p¢

adions.

= LPELI.(P) Epf ® E-fJ incorporates all these
Tb,e condition that 51 = 0 i.s equivalent to V f E V"" and this restricts

the possible K -types which can OCC1.Il: in the right regular representation acting on
Specifically, the condition is that V I can contain only those K -types with highest
weights of the form A + fJ, {J E
For functions Vi'hieh can be recovered from their Taylor series, that is, from
repeated applications of V, we would expect that 5f =
which may OCCUI Qn H" sre those of the fonn

I)

means the only K-types

E n;{J; where In. 2': 0 and {J. E fl.".

That is, the K-types lie in a cone based at A, having generators consisting of the
roots in
Multiplicity formulae make this intuition precise. Our arguments follow the
work of Rotta-Parthasarathy [4], and proceed as follows. A linear differential operator on scalar functions has Taylor coefficients which are symmetric tensors, or
they nmy be vie'wed as symmetric polynomials on p. F'u.nctions in CDD{G, V) have
Taylor coefficients with values in
®V

-l>

Sl-l

®

we can recover information on

® V. The operator 15 extends to a map

called the polynomialization. Ellipticity implies that
H~

from information about the kernels of the

The major idea in establishing multiplicity estimates for ker ('.ii is that the desired estimates are true by definition at the level of B-modules. To go from Bmodules to K -modules, we use the Borel-\Veil-Bott theorem; the various tensor
products can be handled through standard arguments from algebraic geometry and
cohomology. The only caveat is that 5( must be embedded into an exact sequence.
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We introduce an auxiliary operator which is a combination of a de-Rham and a
Dobeault operator, and exactness follows. Our multiplicity results then follow after
an analysis of the long exact sequence.
We begin with notation. Let B denote the Borelsubalgebra tcoEl3Loe~+(k) <CEo,
with corresponding Borel subgroup B.

Let S

=

=

J(ft/B, s

holomorphic B-module M, we form the homogeneous bundle

dimS. For any

liM

= J(fD

XB

M,

and the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections O(VM)' The sheaf cohomology

Hi(S,O(VM)) is written Hi(M). If 11 is a dominant integral form, 11 extends to a
line bundle £"..
The Borel-Weil-Bott theorem states:
1) If 11 - Pc is singular, Hi(£p.) = 0 for all i,
2) If 11- pc is non-singular, there is a unique wE W(K,T) for which W(I1- Pc) is

dominant. Let

ip. = I{a E ~+(k): (11- pc,a) > O}I .
Then Hi(£p.) = 0 if i

# ip.. Hi(£p.) is an irreducible K-module of highest weight

w(J.l - Pc) - Pc if i = i"..

It follows then that Vp. = H4(£p.+2p.) if J.l is dominant. We will also need the result

that for a K-module M, M ® Hi(Af) = Hi(M ®Af).
We now define the action of 8 on Taylor coefficients. Let P. = Lpee.. <CEp,
P#

= P<c/P.;

let p# : P<c

-+

P# denote the projection. Define

8t : st(P<c) ® V

-+

St-l(P<c) ® V# by (1 ® p#)

d ® 1: st(P<c) ® V

-+

St-l(P<c) ® P<c ® V

1 ® p#: St-l(P<c) ® P<c ® V

-+

0

(d ® 1) ;

St-l(P<c) ® V# .

To define the Taylor coefficient, set

It

={f

E COO(G, V) : (DO f)(eK)

=0

for

and let Ft denote the K-finite vectors in H* nIt; Ft

lal

~f - 1 }

= H*(K) nIt.
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PROPOSITION. If ). - 2p0 U .6$ (I<) dominant, there are injections which are

K-

equivariant, mapping

H$(K)
Proof.

----+

$(FljFt-l)

--+

EBker8£ .

We can ea.sily map a K -finite vector into EBP I pl-l by taking its Taylor

senes. If this is not an injection on H*(K), the image of
is, all derivatives at €OK vanish. But

f

is in Fi for 8111, that

f is in the kernel of 5, and the dominance

condition on A guarantees that 8 is elliptic. Thus

f

is real analytic, hence

f is zero

identically.
For the next stage, we construct equivariant injections i : FI! p l - l

-t

ked5t.

We choose local co-ordinate functions x = (xI, ... ,x,,) satisfying x(eK) = O. In
local co-ordinates,

o

8= 'L:ai(x)8x +b(x), where b(eK) =0
1

and aj(eK) = (1 ® P#)(dxi ® -) is the projection. The map io : FI. _ step) ® V
is defined a.s

=

io(s)

L ~!(dx)Q ® (~: )<eK) .
i"'I="

Notice that ker io n [2 = [HI, 010 that io descends to an injection i on pi! FiH.
To finish, we need to show that if s EkeI' 1:1
C:~s", )(eK) = 0 for

lal :5 '- -

i(3(s)) =

n If, i( s)

E ker

But for s E It,

1, and therefore

i(:L.>Zj(X)
\~

::j +

1:: ?= /311 (dx)

lfil=l-! 1"'1

b(x)s)

ots

fJ

Q5Hlj(eK)

ox 8ax (10K)
J

+ terms of lower order derivatives on s
+ b(eK) [derivatives on s].
The terms with lower order derivatives on the s :are zero since s E Ii; b( eK) = 0,
so In

i(~s) =

t

)=1

L :~(dx)Q(j) @aj(eK)[~:](eK).
101=(
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Here o(j) indicates that the exponent of

0

hl!lS been decrel!lSed by 1 in the

ph

position.

We now compare this with 8l (i(s)) = (1 ® pfII)(d ® l)(i(s)).

(d®l)(i(s)) =d®l[L
i<>I=£

~!(dx)O® [rx:](eK)]

L ~!d(dx)<ll ® [!::] (eK)

=

l<lll=l

oj

n

.

&.

_

= ' " '\:'"" _(ax)<ll(J) ®ax} ® [-](eK).
~ ~ ol
8x O
;=1 1"'1=1

But 1 ® p# maps dx; ® v into Gj(eK)v,
n

Q_

00

that 8l (i(s)) is just

[&8] (eK) = i(8s) .

_

'\:'"" '\:""' 2(dx)<>(J) ® a -(eK) ~ ~ Q1
J
Ox<>
j=l 101=£

Our next tl!lSk is to construct the exact sequence into which «'It can be embedded.

We proceed by constructing the B-module maps first, and then follow through the
effects of taking cohomology.
We order the bl!lSis {Ep} of Pw by

D.." = {ab" .,a,,}

-tA .. = {,81, ... , ,8n}
D.. \ {L\* U -tA,,} =
Then Per is co-ordinatized

x=

h}""

"P}

I!lS

L z;Eo; + L z;Ep; + L t;E'li

Let
£It

=

span of {a(z, t)dZ;j 1\ ... 1\ dZ;~ 1\ ... 1\ dt j.

:

q+r

=k

} .

Then Ak(P#) = £k. The Doheault-deRham operator 8+d yields th~ exact sequence:

o

--y

£0

--y

£1

--y •..

~

£n

~

0;
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the lrequence with polynomial coefficients is also exa.ct:

() - - t

Si(p) ---. Sl-l(p) ® AJ(p>"t}

--+ '"

---t

0 .

Finally, st(P .. ) embeds i.nto this sequence from the obvious injection of st(P .. ) into
st(p):
0---+ Sl(p$) ...:....... step)

---4

Se-l(p) ® Al(P#)

---+ ...

These sequences are defined by maps

Ok : Sl-lI:(p) ® j\k(p#)

S"-k-l(p) ® Ak+1(p#)

--t

defined by the composition of maps
V ® 1: Sl--ll:(p) ® Ak(P#)

--->

l®£oP#: Si-k-l(p)®p®

Since P#(Eo,) = 0, P#(EpJ

= E p"

5"-£:-1(11') ® p ® Ak(P#)
----+St-k-l(p)®AHl(p#).

p#(E'lJ = E"/i'

(1 ® £p#)(V' ® 1)(1 ® w) = (1 ® t;p#)(E

Therefore t.he

:~i ® Xi ®

=

of L ax;
® E{J, /I.

=

8U ® w) + dU ® w)

W

+L

8f

ax. ® E"y. /I. W

.

TIS exact. Let 1: denote the line bu.ndle :2.\+2Pe; tensoting

with £ preserves the exad sequence, so in all,
.

8

O---+Sl(p .. )®£ ~ Sl(p)®£ ~ S£-l(p)®j\l(p#)®£---. ...
is exa.ct.
PROPOSITION.

0---> Hs(Si(p*) ®

C)

H"(Sl(p) ® £) ~ H'(Sf-](p)®Al(p#)~C)
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M exact.

Proof.

Taking cohomology of a B-module exact sequence leads to a long exaci

sequence; exactness at the top degree follows from standard arguments if we can
show vanishing of low degree cohomology. This basica.lJy involves a computation of
what representations ma.y occur in decomposing
that Hi (St-i(p)

(81

M(P#)

@

£)

III

tensor product. We shall show

= 0 and Hi (Sl(p$) 0

£) = I) if i <

s.

For the first result, Sl-9(p) is already a K-mooule, so that

Hi(Si-q(p)

@

M(p#) 0 C)

= Sl-q

® H'(Aq ® C) .

It is enough then to show that Hi(A'l 0 £) = O. We use a technical device that
reduces the computation to B-modules.

= Vo

Si.nce B is solvable, there is a chain of B-mooules l'; satisfying 0

C V,. = A'I(P#) 0 C, with 0

Vj-l -+ Vj -+ C>.+2Pc+/1 -+ 0, where

->

through all the weights of M(P#)' Such fl are of the form

L, fli for fli E

C V] C

lJ

runs

C;.#, and

since ). is exceptional, (). + 2pc + fl) - Pc is already Do + (k) dominant for every such
fl. It foHows that H i (C>'+2pc+p) = 0 for i <

3,

and the long-exact sequence now

gives
---+

H i (Vj _ I

) --}

H'W))

Since H'(V()) = 0, an induction gives 0

o=

--l>

-+

H i (£M2pc+p) --} ,.,

Hi(Vj) -.... 0, so that

® Ie).

Hi(Vr) =

We also need vanishing for Hi(S(p,,) 0 C); this is less simple, since st(p~)
has more complicated weights

fJ and A + pc + fJ need not be dominant. Let:F9 =

Sl-q(p) 0 M(P#) and let !Irq = image at the q - 1 place in the sequence

o --} Si(p~) --} Sl(p)
We want io prove Hi(WO

@

-)0

Sl-l(p)@(p#)--},

00

•

C) = 0, and of course we proceed ba.ckwards through

the long exact sequence, inductively.
VVe have B-module exact sequences 0

o -+ H,q

129 C

-+

:Fq e C -+ H,g+1

--} Hi(W g

e

@

-y

VV q

->

:Fq

-y

W 9+ 1

->

O. yielding

C --; 0, and yielding a long exact sequence.

--} H'(:F q ® £)

-->

H'(W'1+ 1 2 C) --} H i +1

•• ,

•
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= dimp,,)

At the last position, (m
Am(p,,) so that for i <

= image 8 m- 1 = ker8m = st-m(p) ®

wm

JI,

Hi(wm ®C)

= st-m(p) ® Hi(Am(p,,) ® C) = 0

by the above computation. Now, inductively assume that for all i < 8,
Hi(Wf+1 ® C)

= O.

We claim that Hi(Wf ® C) = O. This occurs because

H i - 1 (W9+ 1 ® C)
or 0

-+

Hi(W9 ® C)

-+

-+

Hi(W9 ® C)

lIi(7"9 ® C)

-+

-+

Hi(7"9 ® C)

-+

(W9+! ® C)

0, that is,

Hi(Wf ® C) e! Hi(P ® C) e! st=f(p) ® Hi (Af(p,,) ® C) = 0 .
Inductively, Hi(WO ® C) = 0, but WO
COROLLARY.

Proof.

= image i = st(P.).

ker8; = H8(st(p.) ® C) .

This is the meanipg of the exactness of the sequence in the first place.

To finish the proof, we need to show that ker 8t
ing that 8; has domain H8(st(p) ® C)

~

ker 8;. We begin by remark-

= step) ® H8(C) = step) ® V

= domain

8t. Now 8; is the lift from B-modules of the composition (1 ® P# ® 1) 0 (d ® 1),
whilst 8t is the composition (1 ® P#)
ker P#

~

0

(d ® 1). It is enough then to see that

ker(l ® p#)*. Since the maps are equivariant, and P# is a projection, it

is enough to prove that the multiplicity of V. in H8(p# ® C) is zero.
LEMMA. Let S = {weight$ of st(P .. )}, and choo$e any

wE W(K, T) $uch that w(,X + 2pc + (3)

{ a E ~+(k): (W(A

u

f3

E S. A.'-"Lme there

dominant. Let ip be the parity of

+ pc + (3) -

pc,a) > 0 } .

Then
H8(st(p.. ) ® C) = (-lY

2: ipVw(HPeH)-Pe .
PES

u

a
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Proof.

As always, there is a chain of B-modules
0= Vo C VI C ... C V..

with 0

---+ Vj-l ---+

j varies,

Vj

--+

£>'+21'<+1'

--+

==

st(p~) ® £.

0 . Here

f3 is

1!1

weight of SI(p$)' and as

fJ runs through all S. Since the Euler chl!1:racteristic is additive on short

exact sequences, and X(Vo) = 0,

X(V.. ) = L(-l)'H;(Sl(p",)®£')
= (-lY HS(St(p$) ® C) = X(Vr= ...

=

1)

+ X(l>.+2Pe+t/)

2: X(.€)'+2Pc+t/)
PES

=

2: L( -1)'H;(l>.+2Pe+tl)
PES

=

LipV (.HPe+.8l-Pe
w

by the Borel- Weil-BoH theorem.

fJES

is a K -module of non-zero multipli.city in V"" it has zero multiplicity

LEMMA. If V,.

in H8(p# ® C).
Proof.

Because of the cohomology vanishing results we have proved for Hi(p#®£),

the Euler chl!1:racteristic computations above apply, and
H 6 (p# 0 £)

== (-lY

L ipVwp.'+Pe+Pl-Pe .
{lES

But for our exceptional A, A + 2pc + fJ is already dominant for

fJ E p#, hence w = id

and ifJ = (-I)". Thus, Hoep# ® C) = LflEAII' V>.+.6' Since V$ = LI'IEA. m,sil.H,s
and

~*

n ~#

= ¢, V,. has no components in H8(p# ® C).

COROLLARY. kera l ~ H"(S"(p,.) 0C).
00

COROLLARY.

H*(K) C

E

LpES( -1)8i,sVu'(A+Pc+t/l-p, .

1=0

Proof.

H* (K) injects equivariantly into EB ~o ker 3(, whose K -module components

l!1:re as written.
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IiAU of the form

COROLLARY. The K -types lin H$(K) are

A + 2>~i,8,

,

where 11.; ?: 0 and ,8, Ell •. Moreover, ). Qccurll with mdtiplicity 1 in H$(K).

Proof.
2pc

Every K-type in H"(K) is of the form w(A

+ ,8)

+ Pc + ,8) -

is dominant, and fJ E S. Since,8 is necessarily

Ii

the w E W(K, T) which occur necessarily only permute the

+ pc + (3) - + Pc + fJ) = E n,fJ; where
we)' + pc + (:J) - pc = ). + fJ + E ni{:J" as claimed.

that w(>.

To prove that

11.,

(Ic,

~~

roots. It follows

?: 0 and (:J; E Ll$. Then

occurs with multiplicity one, we remark that we may

A. But w(>. + Pc + (3) - Pc is ). + E

Thus

Now w(>.

+ Pc + f3) - Pc =
we>. + Pc + (:J) = A + Pc·

time

= O.

+ Pc + f3) -

'n,f3;, so 11.; = O.

+ Pc + (3)

is of the form

but is is also equal to -f3. The only way

where mi ?: [) and 1'i E

this can occur is (3

+

sum of roots in 11$,

obtain), if

E m,1'i

where

But A + Pc is already dominant, so w

f3 = 0 occurs in st(P .. ) is for £ = O. Thus, ).

= id.

But the only

occurs with multiplicity one.

Inea ucibmty.
The purpose of this section i.s to prove that H'" contains a unique irreducible
subrepresentation H).., which may be characterized either as the space generated by
the K-type

'Ir,\,

or as the image of the Szego map. This latter identifies it as a limit

of complimentary series.
LEMMA. The

Proof,

lm,'II.ln'!)!!

of'lr in H·

8S

(me.

Since 5 is elliptic, H$ is admissible, and, the multiplicity of

1r

is given by

the computations in the previous section; it is at most 1. To complete the proof, we
must find a vector which transforms on the right by
of the Szego map, let P: V
highest weight vector of

~

11'.

Recalling the construction

VV denote the M-equi\'ariant projection, and 1> the

7r.

Now the projection onto the subspace of H* which transforms on the right
'Ir

is given by convolution on the right with d"X,,; here X" = trace

'Ir

and d'jf = X(e).
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Then a change of wsiables shows that

d."S(P(rr¢))

It<

X" ==

"X,,)¢)

d"S(P(:

=

rrr,P))

= S(P(ro¢)) ,

"

so that S(P( 1(4))) i§ inVlU'iani under the projection.
We shan next show that H" contains

!l.

Wlique irreducible dosed inVlU'lant

subspa.ce, that generated by the lowest l(
LEMMA. Lei:F be

(l

d/)~ed

i:nva:riani sUDspace of H" which is non-trivial. Then the

multiplicity of 'If in :F is one.
Proof.

The

can be at most one. Since:F is non-trivial, there is an

f E :F and agE G with f(g)
h( e)

i-

¥-

III Si.nce:F is lmvariant, there is an 11. E :F with
in in :F again, and ihis is the

O. Since.'F is dosed, d",n. "

l( -isotypic

component of h. VVe wish to shm1\[ it is non-zero. But

awh

* X",(e)

)X

=
=

a"

J

= h(e)
COROLLARY.

There

1,3

a

dk

To(k-l)X,,(k)h(e)dk

#: 0 .

irreducible 3ubrepreseniation

H*,

by

the lowe3t K
Proof.

Th.e intersection of

an non-trivial dosed im'8J.~ia1J.t

dncible. But it conta.ins the lowest K

8ubspaces of

H~

is irre-

so contains the closure of the Spo.:D..

\Ve denote the unique irreducible subrepresentation .of H* as H).. Our next
task is to identify H;.. as a known

S: U(O", 1/)

--Jo

of G.

"'Ie have shown that

kedl) and that the image of S contains the K-type

that H;.. is :a quotient representation of the non-unitary

11.

It follows then
series U(O",

But this has a unique irreducible quotient, by Langlands, so H A is isomorphic to
the limits of complementary series.
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